We present linear transformations between the components of the electric and magnetic fields, E = F\ (H ) and H = F2 (E ), which leave the expression for the density of electromagnetic field energy unchanged. If the coefficients occurring in these transformations are interpreted as the components o f the momentum vector of the photon and use is made of the cor respondence principle W -*dt and p-> dx, then these trans formations turn out to be Maxwell's equations. In a similar fashion, when starting from the probability density associated with the Dirac wave function, then one can also arrive, via appropriate transformations between the components of the 4-spinor, at the Dirac equation. 
e (x ,t) = -(E i + E j + E i + H \ + H$ + H i) . 8 n (2)
Next we shall show that it is possible to proceed in the reverse order, namely, to start from the expression for the density of the electromagnetic energy (2) and arrive at Maxwell's equations via those linear transformations between the components of E and H which leave the expression (2) unchanged, the coefficients occurring in these transformations being considered as the components of the momentum 4-vector o f photon. In a similar fashion, taking the probability density whereby the condition a2 = b\ + b\ + b\ + b\ is to be satisfied. If we again interpret the coefficients a, bl ,b2,b3 as the com ponents of the momentum of the particle with the positive rest mass m0 (Wc~ 1, p\ , p2, Pt, ) and choose the following com bina tions of the functions x\, Xi> Xa ar>d <£], < t> i, <£3, <£4, for the components of the 4-spinor t//: y/, = 1X 3 + *4. V2 = /(jfi + / X 2)' ^3 = # 3 -/ $ 4 ar>d ^4 =^i + /^2> t* ien we may write the transform ations (7) Thus it is possible to obtain Maxwell's equations and D irac's equation from such linear transform ations between the field components and the components of the 4-spinor which leave the expression for the density of the electromagnetic field and the probability density o f the Dirac field unchanged, respectively when we interpret the coefficients in these transform ations as the components of the momentum 4-vector and o f a massless or massive particle, and apply the correspondence principle. It is interesting to investigate what kinds o f field equations arise if we combine different field variables with the m omentum 4-vector for massless and massive particles. Here four different cases can occur: (i) The connection of the electromagnetic field with the 4-momentum for the massless particle leads to standard Maxwell's equations; (ii) The connection o f the classical electromagnetic field with 4-momentum for the massive particle leads to the " massive" variant of Maxwell's equations which we obtain when inserting (1) into (8):
After eliminating E or H we have (n + kl 0)E = 0 and ( □ + kl)H = 0 , respectively; (iii) The Dirac field and the m omentum for the massive particle lead to the standard form o f the Dirac equa tion; (iv) The Dirac field and 4-momentum for the massless particle lead to the Weyl equation.
A special case occurs if we associate with the components of the 4-spinor 1 // the field variables
where q and p are the new scalar field variables introduced by O hm ura [9] , Inserting (10) into (8) These field equations have been used as the linear field equa tions in (he theory of gravitation [10] , [11] , [12] .
From what has been said so far it follow that all im portant linear equations in physics can be derived from the transform a tions between the field components, which leave certain of their quadratic forms unchanged, when we appropriately interpret the coefficients occurring in them.
This can serve as a guiding heuristic principle for finding new mathematical equations for the different physical fields.
